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Are We Watching The Sunset of A380?
It has been ten years since the inaugural flight of Airbus A380, the world’s
biggest passenger airliner. There is a lot of talks that A380 project is living
its last days, because of poor orders in 2015.
Read more
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Accidents

Brussels Attacks: 32 Dead at Zaventem and Maelbeek
32 people have been killed and many seriously injured in attacks at Brussels
international airport and a city metro station.
Read more
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Airlines & Airports

Airport Closure Costs Brussels Airlines €5m a Day
As Brussels Airport in Zaventem, Belgium, remains closed following the
March 22 deadly terrorist attacks, Brussels Airlines says the airport closure
is costing it €5 million ($5.6 million) a day.

Read more
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Regulations & Safety

Read more

Regulations & Safety

Russia May Suspend Boeing’s 737 Airworthiness
Certificates Following FlyDubai Crash
Russian officials have announced they may suspend the Boeing 737’s
airworthiness certificates. A recent report by Sputnik suggests the Russian
Federal Agency for Air Transport may ban Russian airlines from flying
Boeing Co’s 737 aircraft, owing to safety concerns.
Read more
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Manufacturers

Boeing Announces Massive Job Losses
The US aircraft maker is planning to scrap more than 4,000 jobs by the
middle of this year amid efforts to free up funding for future growth and a
“healthy” business. Boeing aims to avoid involuntary layoffs.

Read more
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Boeing 787-10 Major
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Assembly Begins

Engines Complete First
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UAV/UAS

DJI Refuses to Unlock
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Aviation training

BAA Training Invites Pilots to Assessment for Ukraine
International Airlines
The global aviation training provider, BAA Training, in cooperation with
Ukraine International Airlines is inviting Ukrainian pilots to attend pilot
assessment procedures.
Read more
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Helicopters

Uber is Working With
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